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if you want to play as knuckles, you will need to wait for sonic 3 and sonic & knuckles. when the game gets to the titlescreen press
alt-enter, enter "gok" and press alt-enter again to start playing as knuckles. 13: use gerem(will perform a glitch of him along with
sonic if you change to classic while using him, but it will be disabled instantly once you use an upgrade of sonic's or change to
tails/polem sonic). he can also be used for a short while with sonic in the game,and can perform moves that's similar to the sword
upgrade for sonic(proved useless in prison, even with his sword. oddly enough, you can find a locked-up-behind-bars gerem once
you complete the puzzle there, even though you can still use him outside bars..). 14: use gerem(will perform a glitch of him along
with sonic if you change to classic while using him, but it will be disabled instantly once you use an upgrade of sonic's or change to
tails/polem sonic). he can also be used for a short while with sonic in the game,and can perform moves that's similar to the sword
upgrade for sonic(proved useless in prison, even with his sword. oddly enough, you can find a locked-up-behind-bars gerem once
you complete the puzzle there, even though you can still use him outside bars..). 16: use gerem(will perform a glitch of him along
with sonic if you change to classic while using him, but it will be disabled instantly once you use an upgrade of sonic's or change to
tails/polem sonic). he can also be used for a short while with sonic in the game,and can perform moves that's similar to the sword
upgrade for sonic(proved useless in prison, even with his sword. oddly enough, you can find a locked-up-behind-bars gerem once
you complete the puzzle there, even though you can still use him outside bars..).
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